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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

The creation of Insert Clown Here was interesting to say the least; To start, we

had two directors, both of which are writing this note simultaneously—much like

they did the play. 

 

 JACOB: What should we say about having two directors?

  JACOB POINTS “GUN” AT KENDELLE.

KENDELLE: (NERVOUS) It was… fun. We were very much on the same page

throughout the process because we co-wrote the play, so it was great to get to

build off of each other’s ideas. Although there is always compromise— 

  JACOB GRIPS “GUN” TIGHTER.

—we were very much “yes and-ing” each other, which led to some very fun

things. I felt like we punched up each other’s jokes.  

 JACOB: Yes. I agree.

IN A FEAT OF ATHLETIC ABILITY KENDELLE DOES A BACKFLIP AND

STEALS THE “GUN”.

 KENDELLE: What about you, doughboy? What did you think?

JACOB: It was a good—no, an amazing experience! Kendelle is truly a

mastermind and…

KENDELLE: … and?

JACOB: Um… she is a really nice and caring person who wouldn’t hurt anyone.

(STARTS TO CRY.) I wouldn’t want to do this with anybody else.

KENDELLE: Very good.

 END OF SCENE.
 

We also had two casts. One with actors, and one with clowns who had to rehearse

separately. We were very diligent about keeping any and all information about

the show away from our clowns. At this very moment, yes the moment of you

reading this sentence, the clowns still know absolutely nothing. The play you are

about to watch is a fully written and rehearsed production. It truly is a shame to

let a clown ruin it.

 



DIRECTOR'S NOTE CONT 

JACOB PULLS OUT A SECOND “GUN”.

KENDELLE: Why? Jacob, why? I did everything you asked! 

JACOB: Stop joking around!

KENDELLE: Will people get the “gun” joke?

JACOB: What do you mean? Like us putting the word “gun” in quotes implies

that it is probably not a real gun?

KENDELLE: yee yee.

JACOB: I think they’ll get it.

KENDELLE AND JACOB BOTH DO BACKFLIPS AND HIGH FIVE IN A

MIDJUMP FREEZE FRAME. A TITLE CARD APPEARS THAT READS “TEAM

WORK MAKES THE DREAM WORK!”

 END OF SCENE DOS (SPANISH FOR TWO) 

 
All jokes aside. Insert Clown Here is a show about failure. The idea for the

production sprouted from a sense of anxiety that we felt toward graduating and

entering a professional and established world. The show is designed to

encapsulate these emotions through the clown's experience; the clown has no

lines memorized or blocking rehearsed, yet they are thrust upon the stage and

expected to perform. They are forced to renegotiate and constantly adapt to the

unpredictable nature of the circumstances. Every success, every failure, every

laugh, every struggle, every doubt and moment of uncertainty, happens live in

plain view of the audience. These are the moments—planned and unplanned—

that make our show. 

 

In other words, it's about the journey man!! 

 

 KENDELLE pulls out a third “gun”
 

**The directors chaperone, Annasofie, was not present during the writing of this Director's Note**
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CAST

Ali Farhadi as Father
Ali Farhadi is an Iranian-Canadian, Toronto-based actor,

writer, director, and composer. He is very excited to be a
part of the Insert Clown Here cast. His other acting

credits include the following: Babur in 𝘎𝘶𝘢𝘳𝘥𝘴  𝘢𝘵  𝘵𝘩𝘦  𝘛𝘢𝘫,
under Eugene Ma; Serebryakov in 𝘜𝘯𝘤𝘭𝘦  𝘝𝘢𝘯𝘺𝘢, under

Cynthia Ashperger; Everest in 𝘛𝘩𝘦  𝘙𝘦𝘷𝘰𝘭𝘶𝘵𝘪𝘰𝘯𝘢𝘳𝘺, under
Elizabeth Dinkova; Henry Harry in 𝘉𝘳𝘪𝘭𝘭𝘪𝘢𝘯𝘵  𝘛𝘳𝘢𝘤𝘦𝘴,

under Diana Reis; Riyad in 𝘚𝘩𝘰𝘰𝘬, under Marianne
McIsaac; Thomas Wilson in 𝘖𝘱𝘦𝘯  𝘏𝘰𝘶𝘴𝘦  and Ken

Gorman in 𝘙𝘶𝘮𝘰𝘳𝘴, both under Giuseppe Tirone Ali is
looking forward to waking up one day, suddenly being

good at what he does. As it stands, he tries to take it one
day at a time. Onwards! 

Manon Bourgeois as Mother
Manon Bourgeois is a Toronto-based multi-hyphenate
artist. She is entering her fourth year at X University
(formerly Ryerson University) in the Performance
Acting program. Recent acting credits from the program
include the following: Queen Isabella under Alistair
Newton's direction of {Edward II}; and Queen Margaret
in {Richard III}, directed by Tim Welham. Other works
include: cast member in {Pandemic Play}, written and
produced by Sarah Gervais; co-director and editor of
{Opening Doors}, for the Pocket Festival; lead actor in
various X University student short films (namely,
Evdokiya Mazhurina’s {Attention All Citizens}); and
writer, creator and performer for multiple short films
and collective creations. Apart from performance, she
works as a Marketing Assistant for {Théâtre français de
Toronto}, making use of her interests in video editing
and graphic design. 

Johnny Appleseed as Baron
Johnny Appleseed is thrilled and honoured to have
been a part of “The Visitor”. Working on this
magnum opus has been the highlight of his career thus
far and he is grateful to the entire cast and crew. Some
select credits include: Dune (2021), Little Women
(2019) and Call Me by Your Name (2017). Catch him
as Willy Wonka in his upcoming film premiering in
2023! Follow him on Instagram @tchalamet and enjoy
the show!



CAST

Angel Lo as Daughter
Angel Lo is an actor from Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Stampede breakfast. They'd like to thank Kendelle,
Jacob, and their mother for letting them be a part of

this show. It was Liam's birthday this week. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY LIAM. Start your day with intention.

Unless you don't want to.

Kole Durnford as Son
Kole Durnford is a Metis actor, creator and
playwright. He is an outgoing graduate from the
acting program at X (formerly Ryerson) University.
His first play, ECHO, is also premiering at Terra
Firma! @koledurnford Credits: Gregory Green,
Killing Time, Mixtape Productions; Robert, Spring
Awakening, Soulpepper/X University; Konstantin,
The Gull, Tarragon/X University; Friar Laurence,
Romeo and Juliet, X University; Pelf, Upright,
Edmonton Fringe Festival.

Liam Mosher as Grandpa
Liam Mosher is a recent graduate of the X University
acting program originally from Calgary, Alberta. He
spends his days contemplating his own mortality and
consuming vast amounts of dairy. Liam would like to
thank Jacob and Kendelle for allowing him to
participate in The Visitor, their magnum opus, and is
looking forward to redefining theatre with them.
Credits: Melchior, Spring Awakening (Soulpepper/X
University); Petruchio, Untamed (Tarragon/X
University); Lord Capulet, Romeo and Juliet (X
University)



CAST

Nicole Kleiman as Butler/Alexis
Nicole loves art, play, and more! She is so excited to

work with everyone on such a silly project! She hopes
the audience finds it just as, if not more,

groundbreaking than she does. Adieu!

Atlin Hofer as Clown
Atlin Hofer is a Toronto-based actor who is donning
the red nose. He is not above the laws of clown, but a
mere conduit of it. The streets are bland with
pavement, and the air is thick. So thick.
As a graduating member of the X (Ryerson)
University acting program, Atlin has performed in
many productions such as Romeo and Juliet (2019), as
Paris and in Eva Barrie's Untamed (2021), as
Hortensio. He is also in this year's production of
Spring Awakening, adapted by Paolo Santalucia,
playing as Ernst. It isn't Atlin's first time wearing the
crimson beacon, but every time he puts it on, he gets
closer and closer to being judge, jury and clown.

Michelle Blight as Clown
 Hello and nice to meet you! First and foremost,

Michelle wants to thank everyone for being so warm
and welcoming. It has been such a joy to work and

play with this amazing group of Clowns! Michelle is a
graduate of the University of Windsor’s BFA in

Acting Program, and she has been a professional fool
ever since. You can find Michelle playing Beatrice in

Much Ado About Nothing (Louie the Goat
Productions) this summer, making her directorial

debut with Firebringer (The Flare Productions), and
goofing around on CBC TV this fall! Or you can just

follow them on instagram and say hi: @m.blight.



CAST

Austin White as Clown
Austin White (He/They) is a multidisciplinary

performance artist & cultural worker from Edmonton,
Alberta. They are headed into their third year of

theatre school at TMU’s School of Performance. Some
of their favourite recent credits include For Better or
Worse (Springworks), The 3AM Subtext (Edmonton

Fringe), & After Juliet (Citadel Theatre). When they
aren’t performing on stage or clowning around town,

you can catch them as a part of hip-hop music
collective The Free Agents. They thank you greatly
for taking the time to see some live theatre and hope

you enjoy the show!

Robert Morrison as Clown
Bobert is the rootin’est tootin’est cowboy this side of
the Rockies. Some of his favourite things include (but
are not limited to): peanut buster parfaits, meeting
strangers online, meeting strangers irl (in real life),
beginner level parkour, speaking french
(intermediate), Cadillac Ranch (song), cadillac ranch
(texas), fitting in, kiss me more by doja cat, Rococo
architecture (early 18th century). List is subject to
change* copyright 2021 .

Aurianna Althea as Clown
Aurianna Althea is a young performer from
Edmonton, AB, who after focusing on musical theatre
for many years and partaking in multiple community
productions, Aurianna joined the Citadel Young
Company for 2 years. First, expanding her musical
theatre knowledge in the Musical Company, and then
introducing her to the world of shakespeare and acting
without singing in the Acting Company. She has
studied part time at both UAL: Drama Centre London
and Drama Studio London while she spent time in the
UK. She cannot wait to (hopefully) clown around with
you on stage very soon! 



CREW

Kendelle Parks as Director/Playwright
Kendelle Parks (she/her), is a Black Canadian actor, and
overall theatre artist. She is a recent graduate from the
acting program at X (Ryerson) University, and believes if
life could be summed up in one word, that word would be
“funny.” Her art is driven by her general curiosity for
people, and the world we live in. Recent acting credits
include Lexi, Hookman, #3, Untamed and Clown, Clown
Show (X School of Performance). Recent writing credits
include How the Gremlin Ruined Game Night, which was
presented in a live reading with Precipice Productions.
Kendelle is thrilled to be making her directorial debut
with Insert Clown Here at the Terra Firma Festival; she is
extremely grateful to have created this show with such a
generous, funny, and hard-working group of people,
including her co-writer and director, Jacob Willis, and
stage manager, Annasofie Jakobsen, who have made this
project a true joy and pleasure to work on.

Jacob Willis as Director/Playwright
Jacob Willis (he/him) is a Toronto-based actor, writer
and director, originally hailing from the cold depths of

Edmonton, AB. He is one of the artistic directors of
Precipice Productions, and a recent graduate from the X

(Ryerson) University’s acting program. Jacob is thrilled to
be a part of the Terra Firma Festival. He is honoured to

have shared this experience with his co-writer and
director Kendelle Parks, whose authenticity, humour and
wit inspires him every day. Furthermore, he is extremely
grateful for the cast and crew; for agreeing to be a part of
this whacky project and the talent and commitment they

all brought to it. He would like to especially thank
Annasofie Jakobsen, for being the backbone of this

project, for being his in rehearsal and out of rehearsal
chaperone, and also for watching his chicken that one

time. 



CREW

Kiera Doerksen Smith as Assistant Stage

Manager
Kiera Doerksen Smith (she/her) is a Toronto-based
production student. She is entering her second year

studying Performance: Production at X University, and
has a passion for stage management, production

management, and props. Outside of Terra Firma, she is
working as the Assistant Director with Scarborough

Theatre Guild on Stillborn Lover.

Annasofie 诗慧  Jakobsen as Production
Stage Manager
Annasofie is a Toronto based stage manager and is going
into her final year in the Performance Production program
at X University. She is thrilled to have been the stage
manager of The Visitor and would like to thank the cast
and crew for being such great people who made this silly
show in this silly festival so much fun. Especially Johnny
Appleseed. Cheers to inevitable failure and of course,
clowning around. 

Annasofie’s credits include most recently stage managing
Hookman, (Dir. Aaron Jan, XU) Untamed, (Dir. Lisa
Karen Cox, XU), rabbit hole, (Dir. Nina Lee Aquino, XU)  
She can also be found being Olivia Seward’s emotional
support human being on other various projects. So true.

Olivia Seward as Assistant Production
Manager
Olivia Seward ss a Producer, Production Manager and
Stage manager for live performance! Though her origin is
unknown, rumour has it that she once sold her soul to
Dionysus, god of theatre to posses unlimited power over
the stage, in exchange, she had to give up her ability to eat
bread. she can certainly be found slumbering in rehearsal
rooms in-between meetings. This elusive theatre maker
will mop a stage with a mixture of blood, sweat, and
magnesium supplements until it shines brighter than the
sun above. 
 She would like to thank Annasofie - for everything, so true



CREW

Hunter Kennedy-Rullo as Technical Director
Hunter is an emerging toronto based theatre production

manager and technical director. He is thrilled to have been
a part of I and You, Insert Clown Here and Echo. His most

recent works include production managing 'Hookman'
(Dir. Aaron Jan), Head Over Heels (Dir. Haylee

Thompson) and technical directing 'The Gull' (Dir. Cole
Lewis). Catch him in whatever project Annasofie and

Olivia are working on next!

Sabrina Pye as Set and Prop Design
Sabrina loves this show and everybody who worked on it,
particularly Annasofie. She wants to thank the whole team
for their support. 

Irene Ly as Set and Prop Design
Irene is an artist based in Toronto, ON, and is currently

going in her fourth year at Toronto Metropolitan
University majoring in Performance Production with a
focus on Set and Costume Design. Irene is honoured to

have worked on this very serious show and hopes everyone
who gets to witness this piece of art takes away an

important lesson.



CREW

Alyssa Duhaney as Costume Design
Alyssa Duhaney is thrilled to have been a part of "Insert

Clown Here" and hopes you enjoy the show! :)
 

Merlin Alldis as Costume Design
Merlin is excited to see everyone’s hard work onstage! He
is happy to be apart of this fabulous and silly team. Love
to the cast and crew.

Christopher-Elizabeth Boyd as Light and
Sound Design
Christopher-Elizabeth is a multi-disciplinary storyteller of
with a focus in music, sound, poetry and theatre. They
have a deep interest in the inner world: the thoughts we’re
afraid to think, the sounds only heard when it’s too quiet,
and our relationship to agency. Recent Credits Include:
Asst Sound Designer - Hookman at X University [2022]
Asst Sound Designer - Knives in Hens at X University
[2022] Asst Sound Designer - Spring Awakening, at X
University [2022] Stage Manager & Lighting Designer -
Albertine in Five Times at Alumnae Theatre Company
[2021] Playwright, Co-director, actor, - Balance at Pickles
Digital Theatre [2021] Playwright, Co-director, & Sound
Designer - The Reaper & The Whale at Davis Shakespeare
Festival [2021]




